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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Ready, set, relax. This compact beverage center won’t demand too much 
space and refuses to interfere with your interior surroundings. The flush fit 
integrated refrigerator will blend into cabinet-flanked nooks and alcoves, 
keeping your beverages as crisply cool as it looks.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 38cm 14.96"

Depth 65cm 25.59"

Height 86cm 34.06"

Capacity

Volume 87 litres 3.1 cu.ft.

Can Capacity (355ml) 77

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 1.7 °C High: 17.8 °C

WARRANTY

The Silhouette Professional DBC031D1BSSPR model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts
and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are 
not covered under the
warranty.

PIEDMONT
15” single zone beverage center. - DBC031D1BSSPR

PRODUCT FEATURES

CovetedCold Technology
The purest level refreshment has been perfected in this refrigeration centre. 
Unique technology consistently preserves your beverages at 35° Fahrenheit 
/ 2° Celsius, which is the ideal temperature to serve drinks to family and 
friends.

Keep In the Cool
Low E-Glass seals in the cold in a way that’s similar to a thermostat lining. 
The extremely thin layers of safe and low emissivity materials used in this 
unit reflect interior temperatures back inside, keeping your drinks properly 
chilled and protected

Luxury, Obstruction-Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighboring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously 
designed door joints.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
subject to change without notice. MSRP is Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price and may not necessarily be the price at which the product is sold.

https://silhouetteappliances.com/


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This is the sleek and slim wine cellar that’s light on width but heavy on 
style. Tuck your reds or whites away safely behind the tempered glass door 
and fully extend the smooth shelving to effortlessly examine which bottle 
you’ll indulge in next.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 38cm 14.96"

Depth 65cm 25.59"

Height 86cm 34.06"

Capacity

Volume 87 litres 3.1 cu.ft.

Loading Capacity (750mL 
Bottle wine)

28

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 5 °C High: 18 °C

WARRANTY

The Silhouette Professional DWC031D1BSSPR model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts
and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are 
not covered under the
warranty.

TUSCANY
15” single zone wine cellar. - DWC031D1BSSPR

PRODUCT FEATURES

Smooth & Silent Shelving
The Proglide shelving system built in to this unit features 1.5" stainless steel 
ball bearing glides that allow for full shelf extension and quiet convenience. 
The extensively-tested tracks are equipped with exclusive anti-vibration 
technology to safely cradle your finest selection of well-stored wine.

Innovatively Upgraded Interiors
The Prowave liner has reimagined refrigeration interiors. Designed with 
extruded rails on which Proglide shelf system is mounted, this liner offers 
strain-free and frictionless stability for your shelves, further increasing their 
smooth lifespan. Have larger wine bottles you wish to find a home for? The 
Prowave liner also makes it possible to fit various sizes in the bottom of 
your unit.

Luxury, Obstruction-Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighbouring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously 
designed door joints.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
subject to change without notice. MSRP is Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price and may not necessarily be the price at which the product is sold.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Whether you prefer a pint over a Pinot, or corks rather than cans, this dual 
temperature zone center has room for both. The French door design makes 
each side equally accessible, and you will never have to sacrifice any 
beverage selection again.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.8"

Depth 60cm 23.8"

Height 86cm 34"

Capacity

Bottle Capacity 750ml 21

Can capacity 330ml 61

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 1.1 °C High: 10 °C

WARRANTY

The Silhouettte Professional SPRBC047D1SS model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts and labor. Installation and yearly 
maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the warranty

LORRAINE
24" French Door Beverage Center - SPRBC047D1SS

PRODUCT FEATURES

CUTTING-EDGE TEMPERATURE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Superior fan-forced cooling removes the risks of inner climate fluctuations 
and inconsistencies, while the advanced airflow system efficiently 
dissipates heat to considerably improve the longevity of the cooling system.

SHEDDING ILLUMINATION
Set the mood with our Pro-luminosity feature, select the interior lighting, a 
crisp arctic white or chill azure blue. Choose the intensity, bright and bold at 
100% illumination or soft and subtle at 50% illumination.

NON-EXISTENT INTERFERENCE ISSUES
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighboring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingenious 
door joints.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Napa is the perfect wine cooler for the stylish entertainer that likes to 
keep a variety of red and white wine selections on hand and to ensure their 
favourite varietals are continuously stored at the ideal temperature for their 
guests’ ultimate enjoyment.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.82"

Depth 65cm 25.59"

Height 87cm 34.41"

Shipping Details

Shipping Depth 71cm 28 9/16"

Shipping Width 66cm 26 12/16"

Shipping Height 94cm 37 3/16"

Shipping Weight 75kg 166.14 Lbslbs

Capacity

Volume 133 litres 4.7 cu.ft.

Loading Capacity
42 (750mL Bottle 

wine)

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 5 °C High: 17.8 °C

WARRANTY

The Silhouette Professional DWC047D1BSSPR model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts and labour. Installation and yearly 
maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the warranty.

NAPA
24” French door Wine Cooler - DWC047D1BSSPR

PRODUCT FEATURES

French door design
French door design allows for two independently controlled temperature 
zones and will store up to 42 (750 ml) bottles of wine, 21 bottles in each 
zone. Precise digital thermostat with LED display can be set and monitored 
through the door

Select a temperature between 5C – 18C (41F - 64F) and the frost free 
fan forced cooling maintains and even internal temperature throughout 
the zone

Prowave liner
The Prowave liner has re-imagined refrigeration interiors. Designed with 
extruded rails on which Proglide shelf system is mounted, this liner offers 
strain-free and frictionless stability for your shelves, further increasing their 
smooth lifespan. Have larger wine bottles you wish to find a home for? 
Prowave liner allows the storage of larger diameter bottles of wine at the 
bottom

Proglide shelving
The Proglide shelving system built in to this unit features 1.5? stainless 
steel ball bearing glides that allow for full shelf extension and quiet 
convenience. The extensively-tested tracks are equipped with exclusive anti-
vibration technology to safely cradle your finest selection of well-stored wine.

Low E-Glass seals
Low E-Glass seals in the cold in a way that’s similar to a thermostat lining. 
The extremely thin layers of safe and low impassivity materials used in this 
unit reflect interior temperatures back inside, keeping your drinks properly 
chilled and protected

zero-clearance hinge
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighbouring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously 
designed door joints.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

What prizes are hidden behind doors 1 and 2? Your expertly preserved 
beverages of choice. This built-in features double the temperature zones to 
store your wine and beverages simultaneously and fan-forced cooling 
assists you in enjoying frost-free luxury.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.8"

Depth 60cm 23.75"

Height 86cm 34"

Capacity

Bottle Capacity 750ml 60

Can capacity 330ml 27

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 2.8 °C High: 17.8 °C

WARRANTY

The Silhouette SBC051D1BSS model comes with a 24-month warranty on 
parts and labour with convenient in-home service. The installation and 
yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the 
warranty.

EMMENTAL
24" French Door Beverage Center - SBC051D1BSS

PRODUCT FEATURES

ELIMINATE STORAGE INCONSISTENCIES
Dual temperature zones bring an end to tough multi-beverage storage 
decisions. Wine and beverages require customized levels of cool, so two 
independently controlled sections, accessible through classic French doors, 
allow proper temps to be set for your distinct selection.

BANISH ICE BUILD UP
The frost-free, fan-forced cooling system in this unit makes unsightly and 
often damaging ice accumulation obsolete. The efficient defrosting system 
ensures you’ll never deal with over-frozen frustrations.

NEVER BE LEFT IN THE DARK
The true, blue LED track lighting that illuminates the interior of this unit 
exquisitely displays your wine without any damaging heat. It is 50% brighter 
than the previous model and now offers 3 lighting options

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Sharing the name of the renowned Californian wine region, this cooler is 
equipped to store a sumptuous but modest collection. This piece is perfect 
for the entertainer that likes to keep a broad selection of bottles on hand 
and offer them to their guests at the exact temperature of ultimate 
enjoyment.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.8"

Depth 60cm 23.8"

Height 86cm 34"

Capacity

Volume 150 litres 5.3 cu.ft.

Bottle Capacity (750ml) 51

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 41 °F High: 64 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouettte Professional SPRWC053D1SS model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts and labor. Installation and yearly 
maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the warranty

SONOMA
24" under-counter wine cellar - SPRWC053D1SS

PRODUCT FEATURES

Smooth & Silent shelving
Sharing the name of the renowned Californian wine region, this cooler is 
equipped to store a sumptuous but modest collection. This piece is perfect 
for the entertainer that likes to keep a broad selection of bottles on hand 
and offer them to their guests at the exact temperature of ultimate 
enjoyment.

Shedding Illumination
Set the mood with our Pro-luminosity feature, select the interior lighting, a 
crisp arctic white or chill azure blue. Choose the intensity, bright and bold at 
100% illumination or soft and subtle at 50% illumination.

Luxury obstruction Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighbouring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously 
designed door joints

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

From its name to its standout features, this stainless steel refrigerator 
reflects all that is cool and coveted about the iconic Niagara region. The 
seamless door design, ergonomic handle and finished black cabinet make it 
look as flawless on the outside as it is functional on the inside. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.82"

Depth 65cm 25.87"

Height 87cm 34.45"

Capacity

Volume 155 litres 5.5 cu.ft.

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 35 °F High: 50 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouette Professional DAR055D1BSSPR model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts
and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are 
not covered under the
warranty.

NIAGARA
24” INTEGRATED ALL REFRIGERATOR. - DAR055D1BSSPR

PRODUCT FEATURES

Erase Cleaning Exhaustion
Streaks, scuffs and glaring fingerprints are kept at bay with our smudge-
resistant stainless steel technology. This premium finish allows you to enjoy 
the beauty and sophistication of true stainless steel without the usual 
upkeep and effort

Cutting-Edge Temperature Management System
Superior fan-forced cooling removes the risks of inner climate fluctuations 
and inconsistencies, while the advanced airflow system efficiently 
dissipates heat to considerably improve the longevity of the cooling system.

Prevent Perishing Foods
This alarm system works to protect all of your edibles from going bad. The 
alert will gently sound if the door is not securely closed and the audible 
temperature controls will announce the exact degree level they detect, so 
you can always be sure your goods are stored in safe and proper conditions.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Named after a city eminent for its delectable beer, in vogue structures and 
liberal neighborliness, this refreshment place won't disillusion the stylish 
performer. The intense contemporary dark tempered steel get done with 
coordinating handle sparkles and carries stylish modernity to any stylistic 
theme. With the capacity to put away to 138 cans and 6 bottles of wine your 
visitors will never be needing.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.82"

Depth 65cm 25.59"

Height 87cm 34.45"

Shipping Details

Shipping Depth 72cm 28.54"

Shipping Width 68cm 26.77"

Shipping Height 96cm 37.99"

Shipping Weight 58kg 127.9lbs

Capacity

Volume 158 litres 5.6 cu.ft.

Can Capacity (355mL) 138

Bottle Capacity (750mL) 6

UPC 0 6763800455 8

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 39 °F High: 64 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouette Select SSBC056D2B-S comes with a 24-month in-home 
warranty on parts and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance 
(cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under thewarranty.

PRAGUE
24" Single Zone Beverage Center - SSBC056D3B-S

PRODUCT FEATURES

Luxury, Obstruction-Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighboring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to this ingeniously 
designed door system

Stylish & Sound Shelving
Black Stainless Steel trimmed black wire shelves assist with cold air evenly 
dissipating throughout the cabinet for rapid cooling of beverages

Safeguarding Coolness
The alarm system works to ensure your beverages are continuously stored 
at the ideal temperature. An alert will gently sound if the door is not 
securely closed or when the temperature gets higher than your desired 
setting, so you can always be sure your drinks are perfectly chilled.

Never Be left in the Dark
The true, blue LED track lighting that illuminates the interior of this unit 
exquisitely displays your beverages without any damaging heat. This 
feature can be turned off or off at your leisure, so your selection can be in 
the spotlight or more discreetly displayed.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Sydney is the perfect wine cellar for the stylish entertainer. The bold black 
stainless steel finish with matching aluminium handle is as equally brilliant 
as the wine showcased inside.  This contemporary unit houses the finest of 
features, including a high temperature and door ajar alert to ensure your 
favourite varietals are continuously stored at the ideal temperature for your 
guests' ultimate enjoyment.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.82"

Depth 65cm 25.59"

Height 87cm 34.45"

Shipping Details

Shipping Depth 72cm 28.54"

Shipping Width 68cm 26.77"

Shipping Height 96cm 37.99"

Shipping Weight 64kg 141.1lbs

Capacity
Volume 158 litres 5.6 cu.ft.

Bottle Capacity (750mL) 48

WARRANTY

This model comes with a 24-month in-home warranty on partsand labour. 
Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered 
under the
warranty.

SYDNEY
24" Single Zone Wine Cellar - SSWC056D1B-S

PRODUCT FEATURES

Luxury, Obstruction-Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighbouring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to this ingeniously 
designed door system.

Stylish & Sound Shelving
Stainless steel ball bearing glides which extend 60% beyond the cabinet 
allow for you to effortlessly and safely select the perfect wine

Perfected Preservation
The alarm system works to ensure your varietals are continuously stored at 
the ideal temperature. An alert will gently sound if the door is not securely 
closed and when the temperature gets higher than your desired setting, so 
you can always be sure your wine is perfectly preserved.

Keep in the Cool
Low E-Glass seals in the cold in a way that's similar to a thermostat lining. 
The extremely thin layers of safe and low emissivity materials used in this 
unit reflect interior temperatures back inside, keeping your drinks properly 
chilled and protected

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Comfortably fitting over 51 bottles, this wine cellar is set to cradle your 
collection. While the thoughtfully magnetic door may be a prime feature, the 
whole wine cellar itself possesses an undeniably attractive pull.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.8"

Depth 60cm 23.73"

Height 86cm 34"

Capacity

Bottle Capacity 750ml 50

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 41 °F High: 64 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouette SWC057D1BSS wine cooler comes with a 24-month in-
home warranty on parts and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance 
(cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the warranty.

STILTON
24" Single Zone Wine Cellar - SWC057D1BSS

PRODUCT FEATURES

BIG AND BOLD
Our large capacity single zone wine cellar offers a large capacity for the 
wine oenophile. Storing up to 50 bottles of your favorite wine.

DISCREET AND ELEGANT
The mimimalist control panel has a clean discreet look and is easy to use.

NEVER BE LEFT IN THE DARK
The true, blue LED track lighting that illuminates the interior of this unit 
exquisitely displays your wine without any damaging heat. It is 50% brighter 
than the previous model and now offers 3 lighting options

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Which type of beverage are you seeking a powerfully-cooled place for? 
Whatever your chilled choice of decadent drink may be, this beverage 
center is outfitted to accommodate. This cooler will undoubtedly make you 
the host with the most options of indulgence.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.8"

Depth 60cm 23.75"

Height 87cm 34.4"

Capacity

Bottle Capacity 750ml 11

Can capacity 330ml 138

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 37 °F High: 64 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouette SBC057D1BSS model comes with a 24-month warranty on 
parts and labour with convenient in-home service. The installation and 
yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the 
warranty.

RICCOTTA
24" Single Zone Beverage Center - SBC057D1BSS

PRODUCT FEATURES

STAY COOL, STAY FROSTY
Big Game, Big BBQ or Big Holiday this model will keep all your Bevvies well 
chilled all year long. Ample storage of up to 138 cans and 11 bottles of wine 
will keep your guests happy and hydrated.

DISCREET AND ELEGANT
The mimimalist control panel has a clean discreet look and is easy to use.

NEVER BE LEFT IN THE DARK
The true, blue LED track lighting that illuminates the interior of this unit 
exquisitely displays your wine without any damaging heat. It is 50% brighter 
than the previous model and now offers 3 lighting options.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Fit for the most discerning beer buff, soda lover or juice enthusiast, this 
center is equipped to carry a heavy load of beverages. The well-spaced 
shelves thoughtfully leave room for wine storage at the base of the unit and 
the tempered glass door keeps your bounty of brews in prime view.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.8"

Depth 60cm 23.8"

Height 86cm 34"

Capacity

Bottle Capacity 750ml 6

Can capacity 330ml 126

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 34 °F High: 50 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouettte Professional SPRBC056D1SS model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts and labor. Installation and yearly 
maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the warranty

SAXONY
24" single-zone beverage center - SPRBC056D1SS

PRODUCT FEATURES

Coveted Cold Technology
The purest level of refreshment has been perfected in this refrigeration 
centre. Unique technology consistently preserves your beverages at 34° F, 
which is the ideal temperature to serve drinks to family and friends.

Shedding Illumination
Set the mood with our Pro-luminosity feature, select the interior lighting, a 
crisp arctic white or chill azure blue. Choose the intensity, bright and bold at 
100% illumination or soft and subtle at 50% illumination.

Luxury obstruction Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighbouring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously 
designed door joints

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

For those refined tastes and robust collections, only a heavyweight wine 
cellar will do. This elegant column is a unique statement piece that houses 
the finest features, including stable shelving and tip-free technology, to 
ensure every bottle is cradled with care. The temperature swing-free cooler 
promises to properly store each and every varietal that pleases your 
palette. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 59cm 23.43"

Depth 72cm 28.48"

Height 176cm 69.35"

Capacity

Volume 396 litres 14 cu.ft.

Bottle Capacity (750mL) 129

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 39 °F High: 64 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouette Professional DWC140D1BSSPR model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts
and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are 
not covered under the
warranty.

BORDEAUX
24” DUAL ZONE WINE CELLAR. - DWC140D1BSSPR

PRODUCT FEATURES

Smooth & Silent Shelving
The Proglide shelving system built in to this unit features 1.5" stainless steel 
ball bearing glides that allow for full shelf extension and quiet convenience. 
The extensively-tested tracks are equipped with exclusive anti-vibration 
technology to safely cradle your finest selection of well-stored wine.

Innovatively Upgraded Interiors
The Prowave liner has reimagined refrigeration interiors. Designed with 
extruded rails on which Proglide shelf system is mounted, this liner offers 
strain-free and frictionless stability for your shelves, further increasing their 
smooth lifespan. Have larger wine bottles you wish to find a home for? The 
Prowave liner also makes it possible to fit various sizes in the bottom of 
your unit.

Luxury, Obstruction-Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighbouring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously 
designed door joints.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

How do you make the great outdoors more refreshing than they already 
are? With the addition of this sleek outdoor refrigeration system. Smudge-
resistant stainless steel and alarm-equipped, this unit is made for durability 
in exterior conditions and functionality in entertaining atmospheres.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.82"

Depth 65cm 25.87"

Height 92cm 36.38"

Capacity

Volume 155 litres 5.5 cu.ft.

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 36 °F High: 50 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouette Professional DAR055D1BSSPRO model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on
parts and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the 
fridge are not covered under the
warranty

ARAGON
- DAR055D1BSSPRO

PRODUCT FEATURES

Erase Cleaning Exhaustion
Streaks, smudges and glaring fingerprints are kept at bay with unique 
smudge-resistant stainless steel technology. This premium finish allows you 
to enjoy the beauty and sophistication of true stainless steel without the 
usual upkeep and effort.

Cutting-Edge Temperature Management System
Superior fan-forced cooling removes the risks of inner climate fluctuations 
and inconsistencies, while the advanced airflow system efficiently 
dissipates heat to considerably improve the longevity of the cooling system.

Prevent Perishing Foods
This alarm system works to protect all of your edibles from going bad. The 
alert will gently sound if the door is not securely closed and the audible 
temperature controls will announce the exact degree level they detect, so 
you can always be sure your goods are stored in safe and proper conditions.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Enjoy an icy pour every time with the Silhouette Pro outdoor-rated keg 
cooler. Designed and built for the outdoors, fully wrapped in protective 
stainless steel with matching door handle, toe-kick, and tap and tower – this 
keg cooler is built to withstand even the harshest outdoor elements. Front 
ventilation makes building this keg cooler into any outdoor kitchen or bar 
easy. Or use it freestanding and serve up cold draft beer to friends on your 
deck or inside the pool house. You have everything you need to go from 
keg to glass, including Silhouette’s Premium Tap-right™ tap tower, coupler 
and regulator, all made in the USA. The Silhouette Pro outdoor-rated 
stainless steel keg cooler is the pinnacle of backyard entertainment.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 59cm 23.44"

Depth 65cm 25.81"

Height 97cm 38.19"

Shipping Details

Shipping Weight 21kg 47 kglbs

Capacity

Volume 184 litres 6.51 cu.ft.

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 36 °F High: 50 °F

WARRANTY

24-Month in-home warranty on parts and labor

KEG COOLER
Built-in, outdoor, full size Keg Cooler - DKC055D1SSPRO

PRODUCT FEATURES

Sun, Wind and Rain
Corrosion resistant, full wrap 304 stainless steel chassis, door handle, toe-
kick, and tap and tower. This keg cooler can withstand even the harshest 
outdoor elements.

Icy Pour Every Time
Polished 3" insulated stainless steel tower with drip tray ensures you have 
an icy pour every time with no mess.

Move the Party Inside
Four castors make this keg cooler easy to move around. Weather’s not 
cooperating? Move the party inside.

Discrete CO2 Storage
Two straps keep the CO2 cylinder secure inside the keg cooler cabinet for 
easy access when built in.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

You are a collector – a purveyor of the hard-to-finds and the rarest-of-the-
rares. You demand preservation that is true and one which cannot falter. If 
the thought of entrusting your most prized wines to a wine cellar makes you 
nervous, rest-assured, we understand. Let your wine cellar be your treasure 
trove, and let Silhouette Reserve be your standing army against the enemy: 
heat, humidity and vibration.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.88"

Depth 61cm 24"

Height 88cm 34.81"

Shipping Details

Shipping Weight 31kg 68.5 kglbs

Capacity

Volume 141 litres 5 cu.ft.

750 ml Wine Bottles 37

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 41 °F High: 64 °F

WARRANTY

24-Month in-home warranty on parts and labour

RESERVE
Wine Cellar - SRVWC050

PRODUCT FEATURES

Invisi-Touch Display®
Tap the glass and the exterior Capacitive Touch Interface comes alive! No 
opening and closing your wine cellar door to adjust settings.
Increase or decrease the set temperature and watch as the hue of the 
temperature rings change with corresponding varietals. Choosing the 
optimal temperature for your wine has never been easier with the 
Temperature-Guided Rings.
Dual Chambers — Two distinct and separate chambers allow for 
simultaneously storing white and red wine at different temperatures allowing 
for versatility and enjoyment of your collection. Set the temperature for each 
chamber between 41F to 64F.

NEK Cradle
Store up to 37 bottles with the unique NEK storage system. The NEK 
cradle props the front row of bottles at the perfect pitch to allow the back 
row of bottles seamless nesting regardless of shape or size.
Organic Maple Shelves — Clear maple dowels combine with the NEK 
system to cradle the wine.

Parametric Lighting
Bold Parametric Lighting fully illuminates the interior to display your wine. 
Light diffuses evenly on sides, top, and bottom showcasing your full 
collection. Choose between three different settings: Bank, Theater, and 
Energy Saver mode.

Self-Closing Door
Self-Closing Door — The flush fit design with articulating hinged door 
integrates seamlessly with cabinets. The door comes standard with a self-
closing hinge but in the event the door remains open a temperature alarm 
will sound.
Right and left hand swing available - SRVWC050L, SRVWC050R
Quiet Operation — 44 decibels

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Store more than just beer and soda in the Silhouette Reserve All Fridge. 
With temperature range from 33°F to 44°F, you can safely store cheese and 
meat platters, seafood, and other assorted perishables. Whether you find 
yourself entertaining friends or needing more convenient refrigeration for 
your family, the Silhouette Reserve’s under-counter design delivers style 
and practicality like no other beverage centre on the market.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.88"

Depth 61cm 24"

Height 88cm 34.81"

Shipping Details

Shipping Weight 28kg 62.1 kglbs

Capacity

Volume 141 litres 5 cu.ft.

355 ml Cans 105

Bottles of wine 5

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 33 °F High: 44 °F

WARRANTY

24-month in-home warranty on parts and labour

RESERVE
All Fridge - Beverage & Wine Centre - SRVBC050

PRODUCT FEATURES

Invisi-Touch Display®
Tap the glass and the exterior Capacitive Touch Interface comes alive! No 
opening and closing your wine cooler door to adjust settings.
Increase or decrease the set temperature and watch as the hue of the 
temperature-guided ring changes to match your favourite beverages with 
the Temperature-Guided Ring
This All-Refrigerator will keep your beer and soda chilled to perfection with 
temperature ranges from 33°F to 44°F. The all-refrigerator offers 5 cubic 
feet of storage with space to store up to 105 beverage cans (355 ml) and 5 
bottles of wine (750 ml).

STAK Organizer
The STAK Organizer, patent-pending design will make you wonder how 
you ever stored cans and bottles without it. The curved platform cradles up 
to 12 cans or bottles and ensures bottles won’t roll or slide – making it easy 
to stack multiples on top of each other.
Two full-depth Tempered Glass Shelves and one half depth shelf allows 
for the storage of large cartons, bottles, or open bottles of wine.

Parametric Lighting
Bold Parametric Lighting fully illuminates the interior to display your 
contents. Choose between three different settings: Bank, Theater, and 
Energy Saver mode.
Self-Closing Door — The flush fit design with articulating hinged door 
integrates seamlessly with cabinets. The door comes standard with a self-
closing hinge but in the event the door remains open a temperature alarm 
will sound. Right and left hand swing available. SRVBC050R & SRVBC050L
Quiet Operation — 44 decibels

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience
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